SPONSORED PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH COMPLIANCE SYSTEMS – RELEASE 3
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| Online Budgeting Grids      | Funding Proposal Budget QuickStart Guide       |
| Proposal Review & Approval Workflow | Funding Proposal Approvers QuickStart Guide |

RELEASE NOTES HIGHLIGHTS

SPARCS Proposal & Awards
- Proposal module view will include Research Administrator and Submission Number as viewable and searchable items.
- Ability for the SPARCS Help Desk to reset Department Approvers on funding proposals whenever approvers are added and removed from the approval path (vs. only at the time of creating the proposal)
- Email notification is sent to the SPARCS Help Desk when entering opportunity for question 2 on the Non-Grants.gov Submission smartform expediting the update of funding opportunities into SPARCS
- Comments will now be included in the email notification from the Add Compliance as an impacted department activity to the COI compliance office for expedited review of proposal
- TBA sponsors on subawards will only trigger an email notification to the SPARCS Help Desk

SPARCS IRB
- N/A

SPARCS IACUC
- Updated funding sources include prime funding sources from the Proposal module on protocol approval letters

SPARCS COI
- N/A

COMING ATTRACTIONS
- SPARCS Awards management module
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Contact Information
SPARCS Help Desk – 412.268.3485, sparcs-help@andrew.cmu.edu